
PROJECT 
• Provide Museum with information regarding artist and collaborators. 

• Identify materials, construction, condition, and care for collection.  

• Catalogue and identify represented period uniform and equipment elements  

• Identify considerations for future display as the museum plans for  relocation. 

METHODOLOGY 
• Object inspection and photographing utilising a Cannon EOS Rebel T5i 

Camera with a Vivitar HD 0.43x58mm optical macro lens and a portable USB 
microscope for examining details and materials revealed through losses in 
paint surface 

• Research artist(s), construction, and duplication processes  
as well as subjects’ inventory, uniform, and functions  

• Compile Object Condition Reports providing suggestions for care, handling 
& use of objects.

Since 1958, the Royal Highland Fusiliers Museum has housed twelve polychromed statuettes of officers conveying uniform and equipment 
history. The figures were simply referred to as the “Pilkington Jacksons”. Without records regarding artist, construction, or history on file, 
further research would support the Museums efforts to direct their limited sculpture collections. More information may lend opportunity for 
expanding options in education and presentation. Additionally this would help determine artefacts which require further research, repair, or 
assessment and support organisation decisions for the museums’ planned relocation. 

RESULTS 
     These figures are plaster polychromed copies made from a set 
of 82 oak polychromed figures in the National War Museum of 
Scotland. Sculptor Charles D’Orville Pilkington Jackson, 
woodcarver James MacKenzie and painter William Myles Johnston 
collaborated on the project. The high quality workmanship 
obscures many, but not all, clues to processes used in the early 
1930’s including evidence of calliper marks, gelatine tearing, or 
plaster ‘slip’ fills. Components revealed through close examination 
included wood, plaster, nails, and metal.  
 
     Surface losses and humidity fluctuation have left these works in 
need of attention. Condition reports include biographic notes on 
primary artist Pilkington Jackson, processes, inventory, damages, 
and suggestions for altering conditions to restore the optimum 
presentation as.  Proper cleaning and further technical study could 
assist in directing a fully informed repair strategy and preventative 
measures could be established.  They remain informative and 
effective objects conveying uniform and equipment history

Exposed filler and plaster appear  
crystallised after damp exposure

Vesicated varnish and pooling

PILKINGTON JACKSON MILITARY STATUETTES 
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Left foot shows impact shatter pattern on paint, varnish,  
and exposed porous plaster. Details from 0.43 Macro lens

1685 Grenadier, Earl of Mars Regiment  (58 cm high.) 
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